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An Operational Framework for Reconstructing
Lane-Level Road Maps Using Open Access Data

Cancan Yang , Ling Jiang , Wen Dai , Daoli Peng, Kai Deng, Mingwei Zhao, Xiaoli Huang, and Xi Chen

Abstract—Lane-level road maps are crucial for urban traffic
management, autonomous driving, and vehicle navigations. Optical
remote sensing image suffers from trees and buildings occlusion for
lane-level road mapping due to the top-down view. While street view
images (SVIs) have been used for road detection, however, most of
the previous articles focused on extracting road in image space. The
reconstruction of lane-level road maps with measurability in geo-
graphic space remains challenging. Hence, this article proposed an
operational framework for extracting and reconstructing lane-level
road maps from urban open access data. First, a sample strategy
was used to collect SVIs based on OpenStreetMap (OSM) road
central lines. Then, a deep-learning-based method was adopted
to identify lanes accurately, and road width was extracted based
on design knowledge and OSM information. Finally, the lane-level
road map was reconstructed by integrating the lane and its width
information. The proposed framework achieves the transformation
from image space to geographic space. The case study shows that
82.43% of the roadway is accurately reconstructed in lane-level.
The difference between the reconstructed width of the roadway
and the reference true value is within the m-level and the RMSE
is 0.32 m. The proposed method is cost-effective and accurate-
acceptable for acquiring lane-level road datasets in cities.

Index Terms—Deep learning (DL), open access data (OAD),
street view image (SVI), urban road, width measurement.
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I. INTRODUCTION

URBAN road features include urban road geometry, at-
tribute characteristics, and semantic descriptions. The

high-precision and rapid extraction of urban road features can
provide a data basis for traffic management [1], urban flood
simulation [2], urban terrain modeling [3], and autonomous
driving [4].

According to Code for design of urban road engineering [5]
and literature [3] and [6], urban roads possess the characteristics
of direction, grade, and layout. Direction refers to the longitudi-
nal and horizontal directions, while grade signifies the functional
classification of urban roads into trunk, primary, secondary, and
tertiary (or branch) categories. Layout encompasses various ur-
ban road configurations, including single- to four-frame layouts,
as well as other specialized arrangements. Urban road is not
only the interweaving of line and surface structure, but also
the consolidate of various geometric forms. They serve as both
receivers and connectors for different physical objects within the
urban terrain. Due to the complexity and importance of urban
road, studies had attempted to extract urban road feature from
different aspect, such as road surface or road boundaries [7], [8],
[9], road centerlines [10], [11], [12], and road markings [13].

The advantages of optical remote sensing (ORS) data lie in
their macroscopic, multisource, real-time, and massive char-
acteristics [14], [15], [16], [17]. The spectral, geometric, and
textural information provided can be used for fine interpretation
and extraction of road targets [18], [19], [20]. Therefore, the
researches on road extraction methods based on ORS data,
especially high or ultra-high-resolution remote sensing data
or unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) images, are very active
[19], [21], [22]. Road extraction methods based on ORS im-
ages have gone through pixel-based to object-oriented meth-
ods and then to deep-learning (DL) methods. The pixel-based
methods include spectral analysis [11], threshold segmentation
[23], edge detection [24], etc. The object-oriented methods
comprise support vector machine, affiliation function, region
segmentation, and knowledge model [18], [25], [26], [27].
The DL revolution has had remarkable achievements in the
field of computer vision and artificial intelligence in recent
years. DL-based methods have increasingly attracted consid-
erable attention in road extraction, such as convolutional neural
network (CNN)-based [28], [29], fully convolutional network
based [30], generative adversarial network based [31], atten-
tion mechanism [32], and edge-detection-based [33] methods.
Their optimization model also has achieved high accuracy, effi-
ciency, and robustness for road information extraction [34], [35],
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[36], [37], [38]. However, vegetation and building occlusions
inevitably exist in road areas in ORS images, which reduce the
performance of ORS image-based road surface extraction and
yield incomplete results.

As open access data (OAD), street view images (SVIs) present
lateral view of urban road, providing a promising and low-cost
alternative for overcoming the issues of building and vegetation
occlusions. Scholars have attempted to identify road surfaces
[39], [40], road centerlines [41], [42], and traffic marking lines
[43], [44], [45] from SVIs. The methods could be categorized
into two types: feature engineering and DL-based methods.
Feature engineering methods use various computer vision oper-
ators to extract relevant ground lane lines for identification and
reconstruction of road network [46], [47], [48], [49]. DL-based
methods have recently shown a superior performance in lane
detection. The main methods include semantic segmentation,
row classification, and anchor-based detection. The semantic
segmentation method classifies all pixel points that correspond
to roads in an image [50], [51]. Row classification divides SVI
images into equal distances in row direction; and then identifies
the marking lines in each row [52], [53]. The anchor-based
detection creates the lane lines as rays from starting points
(left, bottom, and right) to numerous horizontal deviation points
(offsets), and then fits the actual lane lines [54]. The DL-based
method can easily identify and segment road objects from SVIs.
However, the road detection of these methods remains confined
to the image space with side-view, which is difficult to recon-
struct high-precision (lane-level) road maps with measurability
and limits its directly application further. This is because the
perspective transformation from lateral view into measurable
planar view is complex and difficult [55], [56]. Therefore, recon-
structing measurable lane-level road maps from SVIs remains
challenging.

In addition to the SVIs, the OpenStreetMap (OSM) is a
common and freely available road network data source, which
contains rich information of urban roads (e.g., road names and
road grades). Through the evaluation of OSM data, researchers
have consistently held a positive attitude to OSM, considering
it one of the most complete sources of global transportation
data and marking a new age of geographic information [57],
[58], [59], [60]. It is widely used in urban and road related field
[61], [62], [63], [64]. OSM provides geolocation of the road
central lines, but lacks the number of lane and width information.
Meanwhile, SVIs offer a detailed view of urban roads making
it suitable for road features identification and extraction, which
potentially provides the lane and width information. Combin-
ing OSM and SVI is promising for reconstructing measurable
lane-level road maps, while solving the inaccessibility problem
of non-OAD. However, the gaps to reconstructing geospatial
measurable lane-level road maps from OSM and SVIs still exist:
1) road width cannot be directly measured from SVIs due to
the complex perspective transformation; and 2) SVI and OSM
data are different in sources and geometric types but should be
matched for road reconstruction.

To address the challenges mentioned above, the article pro-
posed a novel operational framework. The main contribution of
this article is presented as follows.

Fig. 1. Flowchart of the proposed approach.

1) A U-OAD-based reconstruction operational framework
for lane-level road map, which provides a new insight into
the transformation of side-view image information into
geospatial data, was proposed.

2) The DL-based method and road design knowledge were
integrated in the operational framework for road recon-
struction. The DL-based method was adopted to identify
lanes accurately, road design knowledge, and OSM infor-
mation were then used for road width reconstruction.

3) A set of approaches was raised for workflow optimization.
A sampling strategy was conducted for collecting SVIs.
The road reconstruction results were optimized by a ma-
jority vote approach.

The rest of the article is organized as follows. Data and
methods are described in Section II. Section III provides the
experimental results and analysis, followed by discussion of the
method, data sources, and deficiencies in Section IV. Finally,
Section V concludes this article.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Basic Idea

Urban road, especially double-layout road and above, consists
of roadway for vehicle, median strip, cycle lane for bike or
e-bike, separation belt between roadway and cycle lane, nature
strip, sidewalk, etc. [3], [5], [6]. To simplify the article’s aim,
this article only focuses on lane-level roadway for vehicle. The
one-way roads in the experimental area are divided into the
following four types in this article: single lane, dual lanes, three
lanes, and four lanes or more. If a gap exists between the positive
and negative driving directions, then this gap is the area of the
separation facilities, such as median strip, separation belt, and
nature strip, which are defined in this article as the isolation
zone. Fig. 1 shows the technical route. First, the centerline
of the road is extracted from the vector road network data,
and the sampling method is carried out along the road center
line. Second, the DL method is used to identify the road and
the number of lanes on the roadway based on the acquired
SVIs. The width at the sampling point is then determined in
accordance with the road measurement specification and the
road grade. The remote sensing image is used to evaluate the ac-
curacy of road width, and the roadway is finally constructed and
expressed.
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Fig. 2. Experimental area (black dashed box) and urban road network.

Fig. 3. Experimental data. (a) Street view image. (b) Road network. (c) Remote
sensing image.

B. Experimental Areas and Data

1) Experimental Areas: The Jianye District of Nanjing City
is taken as the experimental area in this article. This District
is located in the middle of the main city of Nanjing, covering
an area of approximately 81 km2. The traffic is well developed
within the experimental area. This area has roads with trunks
(such as Yingtian Street, Yangzijiang Avenue, and Nanjing
Ring Expressway), primary roads (such as Shuiximen Street,
Jiangdong Middle Road, and Olympic Street), secondary roads
(for instance, Changhong Road and Fuchunjiang West Street),
and branch roads (Mochou Lake East Road, Memorial Hall East
Road, etc.) (Fig. 2). Road types are rich and roadway features
are well displayed. It is a good representation of the roads in the
whole city.

2) Data and Preprocessing: The experimental data include
SVIs, road network, and remote sensing images, as shown in
Fig. 3. The road network was obtained from the OSM platform,
and the residential area roads were eliminated on the basis
of attribute information and geometric correction was made.
The SVIs were downloaded by using Baidu URL according
to the set coordinates of sampling points. The height and width
of the SVI are 480 and 640 pixels, respectively, and the vertical
angle of view at each sampling point is 0°. Meanwhile, the
horizontal angle of view starts from 0°, and the heading value is
consistent with the road direction. The remote sensing images
are used for geometric correction of road centerline and refer-
ence for accuracy evaluation of road width. The images come
from the Google Earth, with a resolution of 0.2 m, including the
red green blue bands.

C. Road Centerline and Sample Setting

The road network of the OSM presents the “one to many”
characteristic, that is, one road with the same road name corre-
sponds to multiple road lines, especially high-level roads. The

Fig. 4. Sampling approach of urban roads.

setting of the original road centerline is retained in this article
because of the following two advantages: 1) the convenience of
knowing the vehicle lane and its attributes of one- or two-way
driving as mentioned above; and 2) it facilitates the identification
of isolation zone (the gap between the lane surface of the
two-way road).

The article proposes a sampling method based on the char-
acteristics of road features, which were divided into two parts:
equal distance sampling and special feature sampling. Accord-
ing to [65] and [66] and considering efficiency, the road network
was sampled equidistant along the central line with 100 m
distances, and then, the sampling points in curved road section
were densified (Fig. 4). The densified treatment process was
outlined as follows.

1) The angle value between two line-segments comprising
the current and the front and rear sampling points, such as
�ABC, is determined. If the value is less than the angle
threshold value ə, then step (2) is executed; otherwise, no
special treatment is required.

2) One point in the middle is added between the current and
the previous and the latter sampling points, such as P1,
P2.

3) The newly added point is taken as the current point, and
the included angle with the front and rear sampling points
is redetermined. If the angle is less than ə, then step (2) is
repeated; otherwise, step (4) is performed.

4) If all the included angles are larger than ə, then the den-
sified treatment of the sampling points in the curved road
section is completed. The angle threshold value ə is set
to 150° in this article based on experiments and literature
[5].

D. Measurement of Road Width

1) Identifying Lanes: Reconstruction of roadway from cen-
terlines of OSM requires road width measurement. The article
presents an approach inferring road width from SVIs. An urban
roadway generally comprises several lanes, and the lanes have
fixed width according to certain standards. If the number of lanes
is known, then the road width can be calculated. Hence, a neural
network is initially used for identifying lanes from SVIs, and
the road width is then reconstructed on the basis of the number
of lanes.

The determination of lane number is a typical segmentation
problem in computer vision. The Mask R-CNN based on the
ResNet101 architecture [67], [68] is the classic segmentation
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Fig. 5. Structure of Mask R-CNN.

network, which combines object detection and semantic seg-
mentation to achieve lane segmentation. The network can detect
different lane surfaces from the same road. Fig. 5 shows the
network structure of Mask R-CNN. More than 1500 street scene
images were randomly selected in the study area and manually
labeled with road lanes to train the neural network. A total of
665 images were then used to validate the performance.

The trained Mask R-CNN returns the labels of lanes in an SVI.
To reconstruct the width of road, the number of labels (lanes)
must be counted and then converted to width. A large number
of SVIs exist, thus a batch procedure was designed to extract
the number of lanes. First, the batch procedure takes out the
photos from the identified folder of SVIs and records the photo
ID, longitude, and latitude to a table. Second, the SVIs were
inputted into the trained Mask R-CNN network and the number
of the labels (lanes) was then counted for each street scene image
according to the predicted images of Mask R-CNN.

2) Reconstructing Road Width: According to [5], the lane
width of main roads (inter district) and general roads (within
district) in China are 3.75 and 3.5 m, respectively. The main and
general roads were classified in the article according to the OSM
information. Besides the land width, another problem should
also be addressed: the incorrect identification of lanes from SVIs
would exist in the same road. That is, although the road width
is fixed, a part of the roadway may be recognized as three lanes
and another part may be four lanes due to quality differences of
street scene images. Therefore, the majority voting method was
introduced to determine the number of lanes within the same
road. For example, if the number of images with three lanes is
more than that of four lanes, then the road will be determined as
a three-lane road. If an anomaly was found after majority voting,
it will be checked manually and SVIs with better quality will be
reacquired near the original sampling point. The road width was
finally determined by the lane width and the number of lanes.

E. Road Construction and Expression

The idea of “from point to line, convert line to surface” was
adopted in the article to generate roadway based on road sam-
pling points. Urban road boundary was generated by boundary
fitting method considering road bidirectional constraints. That
is, the longitudinal extension direction of roads is controlled by
road center line, while the road cross-section boundary is fitted
by edge line on the basis of obtained boundary coordinate points.
Fig. 6 shows the generation process of the urban road boundary
lines as follows.

Fig. 6. Road features construction and expression. (a) Generation of road
boundary. (b) Road surface and spatial relationship.

1) The ownership relationship between the sampling point
and centerline was established by using the principle of
the shortest distance.

2) The road transverse auxiliary line was generated by taking
the current sampling point as a reference, that is, the line
segment perpendicular to the road centerline.

3) The obtained road width was transformed into a boundary
coordinate point along the vertical direction, that point is
called the boundary point for short.

4) The boundary points of different types of road sections
were fitted in sections.

F. Accuracy Assessment

The accuracy assessment in this article involves the following
three aspects: the accuracy of lane identification from SVIs, the
accuracy of identified lane number of roads, and the accuracy
of reconstructed road width. The manual interpretation of lanes
from SVIs was used for comparison with the lane identification
results. If the identified number of lanes is equal to that of manual
interpretation, then it is regarded as correct identification. The
correctness index was designed to evaluate the performance of
lane identification

correctness = (Nt/Ns) ∗100% (1)

where Nt represents the number of SVIs with correctly identified
numbers of lanes and Ns represents the number of all SVIs.
The correctness was also used for quantifying the accuracy of
identified lane number of roads. Therefore, the Nt represents the
number of correct identification roads (the number of their lanes
is equal to that of manual interpretation), and the Ns represents
the number of all roads in the study area.

The Bias, MAE, R2, RMSE, and Std were adopted as, respec-
tively, shown as follows to estimate the accuracy of reconstructed
road widths:

Bias =
1

n
·

n∑
i = 1

(xi − yi) (2)

MAE =
1

n
·

n∑
i = 1

|xi − yi| (3)

R2 = 1−
∑n

i = 1 (xi − yi)
2∑n

i = 1 (xi − ȳ)2
(4)
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Fig. 7. Identification results of lane number in street view.

TABLE I
ACCURACY ASSESSMENT OF DIFFERENT TYPES OF ROADS

RMSE =

√
1

n
·
∑n

i=1
(xi − yi)

2 (5)

Std =

√∑n
i=1 (xi − x̄)2

n− 1
(6)

where x represents the width measured by this method at the
test point, and y represents the reference true value at this
location, where the reference data were obtained by measuring
the one-way road width of the unoccluded and uncovered area
in the orthoimage. x̄ and ȳ represent the average of x and y,
respectively.

III. RESULTS

A. Identification of Lanes

Fig. 7 shows the results of identifying lanes from SVIs by
Mask R-CNN. Oversegmentation and undersegmentation could
be found in several images (Fig. 7). However, it only has a minor
effect on the identified number of lanes. There are 652 photos
in the experimental area, and the number of lanes was correctly
identified in 482 SVIs. The correctness is 73.93% according to
(1). Further analysis of accuracies in different types of roads was
conducted. Table I shows that the Mask R-CNN has different per-
formances on various types of roads. The correctness is 86.89%
and 71.26% in the dual- and three-lanes images, respectively,
but substantially low in four or more lane images (only 27.27%).
Single lanes are recognized with high accuracy, but there are no

single lanes in key areas. If four or more lanes are existed, the
lanes on the extreme sides are very narrow (four and five lanes
in Fig. 7) in SVIs due to the perspective transformation of street
view cameras. This phenomenon leads to the misidentification
of lanes on the extreme sides.

To avoid the impact of misidentification in some images
on road widths, majority voting was conducted to determine
the number of lanes for a one-way road after identifying the
number of lanes from the SVIs. A total of 148 roads in the
sample area (one-way statistics) are analyzed statistically, and
the identification results are shown in Table I. The number of
122 roads were correctly identified, and the correctness value
is 82.43%. This result shows that majority voting reduces the
impact of misidentification in SVIs, especially for dual- and
three-lanes roads. However, the correctness of roads with four
of more lanes is still low. Because several four or more lane
roads were disregarded as three-lane roads (Fig. 7), the vote of
three-lanes would be higher than that of four-lanes during mode
voting, resulting in misidentification of the lane number of roads.
This misidentification is a limitation of the Mask R-CNN and
majority voting method.

B. Reconstruction of Roads and Accuracy

The identified number of lanes was converted into road widths
based on the standard width of lanes. The roadway surfaces
were reconstructed by the method in Section II-E according
to the obtained urban road center line and the corresponding
width information. The reconstructed roadway has geometric
and spatial information including road direction, length, and
width. The results are shown in Fig. 8 combined with the remote
sensing image, in which blue represents the polygon of roadway
and orange represents center line. The isolated zone (the gap)
in the middle between motorways is expressed in green color
for easy observation and comparison. The right is a partial
enlargement of the red box area on the left [Fig. 8(a) to (f)].

The results reveal that this method can reconstruct the road-
way of urban and isolated zone, which are in good agreement
with the remote sensing image. Fig. 8(a), (b), (c), (e), and
(f) shows many vegetation or building shadows or covered
areas, which can substantially affect the road extraction effect.
However, the extraction results in this article are not affected
by the aforementioned condition thereby demonstrating correct
reconstruction. Fig. 8(b) shows a road without median strip.
Simultaneously, the width of the reconstructed roadway is wider
than that of the exposed roadway in the image, indicating that the
proposed method can effectively identify the roadway boundary
under the street tree. Fig. 8(a) to (f) shows the reconstruction
results of roadway with different numbers of lanes and layouts.
Meanwhile, Fig. 8(h) to (i) shows the reconstruction results
at complex intersections and road links. The figures reveal
that the reconstruction results of the proposed method can be
successfully integrated with the image, and the curve of the road
can also be effectively expressed. However, the roadway surface
depends on the establishment of the center line, thus, the part of
the center zone intersection is missing and has not been further
refined [Fig. 8(e) and (h)].
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Fig. 8. Reconstruction results.

The measured width from orthographic remote sensing im-
ages (Width-IM) was taken as the reference truth value for width
accuracy assessment of the reconstructed road based on street
view acquisition (Width-SVI). Since this article only conducted
experiments on the roadway, attention should be paid to the mea-
surement of reference images. When measuring the reference
boundary, the place without occlusion and the road edge line can
be well seen should be selected for measurement, and a total of
176 test points were chosen. Table II shows that the minimum
deviation value (DV) of the urban road surface width is 0.01 m,
the maximum DV is 0.93 m, the bias is 0.10 m, RMSE is 0.32 m,
and the relative error is less than 3%, where DV is computed by
subtracting Width-IM from Width-SVI. The RMSE deviation
between the plane accuracy of the 1:1000 topographic map data
measurements and the adjacent ground feature points shall not be
larger than 0.4 m, that is, the field distance is 0.4 m. In addition,
the DV values conform to a normal distribution, with 82% of the
data concentrated between−0.4 and 0.4 m. The results show that
the precision of the urban roadway width measurement based on
SVIs can meet the plane precision of the large-scale topographic
mapping. The method can effectively measure the width of the
urban roadway based on the above analysis.

TABLE II
ERROR STATISTIC OF THE ROAD WIDTH

C. Reconstruction of Isolation Zone and Accuracy

This article takes the gap in the middle of the motor vehicle
lane as the isolation zone area, such as median strip or other
flower beds. The result can still effectively express the area
covered by the isolation zone (Fig. 8). Fig. 8(a), (d), and (e)
indicates that the green area is the flower bed between two
motorway lanes. There is no obvious blank area in Fig. 8(b),
so the road has no isolation zone and only has a line as a marker
to distinguish the positive and negative direction of road traffic.
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Fig. 9. Urban road extraction by ORS image-based method.

Fig. 8(c) and (e) represents the isolation zone between multiple
lanes. The reconstructed isolation zone in this article is in good
agreement with the isolated area boundary in remote sensing
image. A defect is also observed, that is, the shape of isolation
zone, such as flower bed, varies with the shape of the roadway.
If the lane is correctly expressed, then the shape of the isolation
zone area can also be well expressed, such as traffic island
[Fig. 8(g) and (i)]. If the roadway lane has equal width, the
isolation zone shows a rectangular geometry [Fig. 8(a), (d), and
(e)]. The center of the roadway at the intersection is expressed
as the isolation zone [Fig 8(e) and (h)]. Overall, the proposed
method in this article can express the roadway and the areas
between them.

A total of 20% of the number of roads were randomly selected
in this article as the number of verification points. The middle
part of the road with stable width of the isolation zone was
selected for measurement to avoid the areas where the isolation
zone changes at both ends, and the width of the reconstructed
isolation zone was compared. Similar to the road width mea-
surement method, the unshielded and clear boundary area is also
selected for measurement. Statistically, the RMSE and MAE are
0.64 and 0.41 m, respectively.

IV. DISCUSSION

A. Comparison of Different Methods

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed method in the
article that is based on U-OAD, the ORS image-based method
[18], [25] was used for comparative experiments. The ORS
image-based approach can extract the urban roads with 0.80
Kappa value, however, road breaks, incomplete and not smooth
boundaries appeared (Fig. 9). The emergence of these conditions
is due to the shadows and occlusions of vegetation and buildings
observed from the top-down view of ORS images. For example,
the areas shaded by trees in the road are not extracted by
ORS image-based method in Fig. 9(b), therefore the width of

the extracted road is narrower than the actual road. While the
shaded areas of buildings and trees are treated as road surfaces in
Fig. 9(c), and road breaks appear at the bottom of Fig. 9(g) and
in the middle of Fig. 9(i). Besides, the unroad surface (hardened
or impervious surface) next to the road is included [Fig. 9(a),
(c), (d), (f), and (i)], mainly due to the same spectrum of foreign
matter.

The ORS image-based method focuses on the extraction of
the entire road surface and does not differentiate individual
lanes, while the proposed method can reconstruct lane-level
roadway. In addition, rather than selective extraction (such as
primary or secondary road), the ORS image-based method ex-
tracts all the roads in the entire experimental area. Meanwhile,
the proposed method can extract specific grade road according
to the attributes of OSM data. Moreover, the extraction method
based on ORS images is markedly affected by the time and
phase of data acquisition, and extraction when the vegetation
is dense and seriously covered by trees or clouds is difficult.
The extraction and reconstruction of urban road in this article
is unaffected by the quality of ORS images and can also re-
duce or eliminate the problems of occlusion and shade from
trees or buildings, as well as other impact problems (such as
weather and different radiation of road surfaces), due to side-
view and close-up photogrammetry and nonspectral information
extraction.

Some ORS image-based methods also attempted lane-level
road extraction. For example, Dai et al. [69] proposed a high-
resolution optical satellite image lane-level road extraction
method. The results show that a complete road network can
be extracted under interference from buildings, trees, and par-
tial or complete shadows, but the article did not extract road
surface. Indeed, the proposed method is superior to these ORS
image-based methods.

The surface- and line-based detection methods are widely
used in the lane detection from SVIs. The Mask R-CNN was
used to identify lane surfaces from SVIs to determine road width.
Meanwhile, many articles identify lane lines with a high accu-
racy based on SVIs, for example Shi et al. [56]. If the lane lines
are detected completely, then the number of lanes can also be
determined. Thus, given the same data source and road scenarios,
the proposed method (surface-based) was also compared with
their method (line-based) in Jianye District. Fig. 10 shows the
results. The two methods have similar detection performance
in single and dual lanes. However, the surface-based method is
superior with the increasing number of lanes. In the detection of
three or more lanes, the line-based method may lose the outer-
most lane lines, resulting in lane number misidentification. The
surface-based approach identifies only part of the outermost lane
rather than all of it, but it does not affect the final result, because
only the number of lanes is counted, and the identification of
partial lane is acceptable. Further, the final road map results will
be more correct, if the accuracy of number of lanes is higher.
Thus, the surface-based lane detection method is superior for
the workflow of the lane-level road reconstruction.

The proposed method is more flexible in time and space
because side-view images are not subject to time and weather.
Moreover, the SVIs are also accessible in most of cities. Thus,
the proposed method can be easily applied to other cities or
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Fig. 10. Comparison of surface-based and line-based method.

provinces. However, attention should be paid to road design
rules when applying the method to national-scale. Since the
proposed method integrated the DL-based method and road de-
sign knowledge (in China) for reconstructing road width. Road
design rules may vary in different nation, which could change
some of the parameter settings in the proposed framework.
Even so the proposed framework can still provide guidance and
reference for road reconstruction in various nations. City-level
urban road map dataset will be established in follow-up study,
so as to provide support for its open source data acquisition
application.

B. Urban Road Reconstruction From Multiple Data Sources

Although ORS or UAV images have an important role in urban
road element (road boundaries or surfaces) extraction, these
images are inadequate and flawed in the previous section. In
addition to the SVI data (side view) mentioned in this article, data
sources that can overcome the complex scenes of urban roads
and are unaffected by shadows and clouds including airborne
(handheld) LiDAR [70], [71], vehicle trajectory [72], [73], and
digital topographic map data [3], [6]. Airborne or handheld
LiDAR data can obtain fine urban road elements, including
road edge lines and centerlines, identification lines, and road
ridges. However, the data processing and extraction of massive
point clouds are still the key problems to be solved and the cost
of data acquisition must be considered. The trajectory data are
obtained through the GPS on vehicles (such as taxi) to obtain
the driving trajectory. The road centerline data can be obtained
based on trajectory data. But the road surface mapping is still
challenging because vehicles are generally rarely driven along
the roadside and the distance error between the location of GPS
points and the road boundary is inevitable. Most importantly, the
two abovementioned data are usually non-OAD, increasing the
difficulty of their application to large areas, which introduces
certain challenges to the article. Excluding the data error itself,
the road features extracted from large-scale digital topographic
maps are relatively comprehensive, and the error is small, but
some problems, such as hard data acquisition and a high level

of confidentiality, are still encountered [74]. In addition, the
multisource fusion and complementary advantages of various
data are issues examined by researchers on [10] and [75].

Compared with the original OSM, the essential difference
is that the original road network is the skeleton line data, the
reconstructed roadway in this article can express the transverse
shape, width, position, and other geometric information of the
lane surface. Simultaneously, the detailed information, such
as road curves, which can be expressed in the original road
network can also be obtained by proposed method. In addition,
the original skeleton line cannot express the information of the
separation belt between the motor vehicle lanes in different
directions [Fig. 3(b)]. By contrast, the proposed method can
directly or indirectly express the relationship or the position
between the separation belt and the lanes surface and other
geometric or semantic information (Fig. 8).

Therefore, the OAD used in this article, including SVI and
OSM, are relatively economical, easily to obtained, and effec-
tively reconstruct roadway maps. The synergistic use of multi-
source data should be further considered to form a complemen-
tary advantage in the future.

C. Shortcomings and Limitations

Despite the advantages, the accuracy of road reconstruction
depends on the quality of OAD. The number of lanes in approx-
imately 26% of the SVIs is still incorrectly recognized, and the
higher false recognition rate occurs in the SVIs containing four
or more lanes. The possible reasons are that the recognition effect
is related to the quality of the SVIs (e.g., lane line clarity and
vehicle status on the road), the angle of the SVI acquisition, the
road structure (possible presence of median strip), and the model
parameters. Simultaneously, the lane line recognition is incom-
plete in the presence of an excessive number of road lanes and
the visually different widths of various roads. This incomplete
phenomenon accounts for the majority of the recognition errors.
Moreover, the centerline’s position and the width’s accuracy will
affect the road’s width. Before road surface reconstruction, the
geometric correction of the road centerline is conducted in this
article with the remote sensing image as a reference. The error
caused by the offset of the centerline is reduced.

The overall width of the road remains fixed, but the geometric
width of the motorway and flower bed of the isolation zone is
changed [Fig. 8(f) and (h)]. The lane appears to increase at the
road intersection [Fig. 8(e) and (h)]. These current conditions
increase the difficulty of accurately expressing the roadway. In
this article, experiments are conducted under the assumption
that the lane width is fixed, and the lane number variation at
the intersection is intentionally ignored. The idea of voting
and large probability is used to consider the lane width as
the normal road width at the nonintersection, thus reducing its
complexity.

V. CONCLUSION

The article proposed an operational framework for extracting
and reconstructing lane-level road maps based on U-OAD. The
transformation of roadway from image space to geographic
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space is realized by comprehensively using DL-based method
and road design knowledge. The proposed method correctly
identifies 82.43% of the roadway lane numbers of SVIs. The
deviation error is within the m-level and the RMSE is 0.32 m.
The method proposed in this article can solve the problems of
vegetation occlusion and building shading, the uncertainty of the
road boundary, with low cost. This article provided an insight
for lane-level urban road reconstruction, autonomous driving,
and vehicle navigations.
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